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by Hope Peyton 

  Last spring, Scott and I began praying about starting a 
community group.  We knew that the group we were 
currently in would not fit our new needs with baby 
Kate on the way.  So we started praying about what our 
group should look like and asked the Lord to prepare 
people to join in community with us.  Right now, we 
have been really blessed to be in a small group with five 
families that meet twice a month on Tuesday nights.  
They are in different stages of  life in this small segment 
of  Harvest; some are seasoned adults (I like to call them 
“spicy”) and others are new parents.  We hoped when 
we started the group that it would be a place where 
people could engage with each other in a real and 
genuine way.  This sounds very idealistic, but how does 
it look?  Well, when you have had a busy day and your 
baby may or may not have napped and your husband 
comes home late from work and then you’re rushing to 
get in your car to go to small group... as you walk in, 
you look around and realize that everyone has had a 
similar kind of  day and you make the choice to be 
honest and real with these people who have a need to 
walk out the Christian life together.  As parents, even 
more so as Christians, I feel like community is such a 
necessary part of  life.  It’s more than just showing up 
and sharing a meal, interspersed with small amounts of  
conversation.  It is making the choice to lean into 
community and walk out our Christianity together.  
Though it may be tempting to act as if  everything is 
going well, when we choose to be honest, we allow 
another the opportunity to speak into our lives.  We feel 
really blessed that in this group, people have been 
willing to be vulnerable and with that vulnerability we 
are better able to pray for each other.  We celebrate the 
small victories, like a baby learning how to crawl, or 
being able to better connect with our spouse.  The Holy 
Spirit is faithful to meet us and helps us speak 
encouragement to one another and to each other’s 
children.  Recently, we have started sharing our 
different life stories.  It is too easy to just come together 
and pray for each other (although a great thing), but not 
know the other person well.  As we began this process, 
we wanted to focus on our redemptive story, on what 
the Lord has redeemed in our lives, and what He is 
continuing to restore in us.  In this depth there is 
greater appreciation of  our individual journeys and we 
are better able to praise our Father for the work He has 
done in our lives.  Each family brings something unique 
to this group, some bring consistency and balance and 
others bring energy and laughter.  And as a group, we 
are still finding our rhythm and time, but we choose to 
engage with each other where we are at and allow the 
Spirit to meet us in this moment.  We are learning 
together what it means to be a small segment of  the 
larger body of  Harvest.  
  It is perfectly imperfect; it is community.
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  I rarely spend more than a few minutes reading the news. 
I open the app on my phone and browse the titles, 
occasionally opening one with an interesting thumbnail to 
scan the first baiting lines of  the article. A short attention 
span isn’t my problem; I’m prone to long bouts of  
wikipedia gorging, and I often absorb a full album on 
repeat for hours. My problem is deeper―I don’t invest in 
things that aren’t under my control. Wars and political 
crises are beyond my negligible sphere of  influence, and a 
glimpse through an article provides me with enough fuel 
for enough conversation. 
  It’s no surprise, then, that among the tiny headlines on 
my phone screen, I don’t recall reading any news about the 
Yazidi people of  Kurdistan. Before last spring, I had never 
even heard of  Kurdistan―the largest nation in the world 
without a homeland, spanning over parts of  southeastern 
Turkey, northern Syria, northern Iraq, and northwestern 
Iran. Nevertheless, I applied for an international teaching 
internship on an impulse. A few months later, I stood in 
front of  a classroom of  students in a Kurdish refugee camp 
in northern Iraq, reeling in my total loss of  control. 
  On our third day of  teaching in the camp, we moved our 
regular school sessions to the nearby Samaritan’s Purse air-
conditioned building on account of  the extreme heat of  
the morning. An unfamiliar dread pressed on my chest, 
and the sweat darkening my top betrayed me as I scanned 
my students’ faces and body language, terrified they might 
realize I knew nothing of  commanding a classroom. All 
the kids sat together in a large foyer, separated by class as 
best as we could manage. A dark-haired, lazy-eyed girl 
who sat near the door summoned me with glance. She 
offered me a small notebook opened to a page filled with a 
scrawl of  misspelled English spaced quite carefully on the 
ruled lines―her older cousin had written the words she 
dictated. She whispered as I stooped to take the book, this 
is my story. I tucked myself  away to read the page.
  The pressure released from my chest, and I stiffened to 
compensate. I nearly fell. What could I possibly say to her? 
This thirteen-year-old girl lived in another world. The 
white page spelled captivity, abuse, rape, loss… I knew the 
words merely―only in my little headlines.
  Returning and kneeling beside her, I asked, “Where is 
your sister?” 
  My mother… father, and uncle. She was listing her departed. I 
have two brother and I have three sister. I gestured to rest of  the 
wide room and asked, “Is your sister here?”
  Ameer is six grade. She nodded toward a far table of  
students. She had one sister. 
  Throughout this exchange she kept bowing her head, 
either in thanks or timidity. I had no words. I asked if  I 
could take a photo of  the notebook page. She shook her 
head in apology. I met her eyes and enunciated each word: 
“Thank you for sharing your story with me.” That’s all I 
did.
  Accepting that I could do nothing about her suffering but 
befriend her was almost impossible. I can’t think of  
anything I have less control over than the broken state of  
the Middle East, but I don’t know if  anything less than my 
immersion in that brokenness could have delivered me 
from apathy. What kind of  grace allowed me near that 
little girl? 
  My “control problem” is profoundly insignificant in the 
immediacy of  the Father’s reality. 



by Alicia Lambeth 
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  2016 was a difficult year for Faith and me. There had been a growing sense in our minds during the last half  of  2015 that our time here in Haiti 
probably needed to be coming to an end. Because of  some health issues, age and the fact that we knew we soon wouldn't have people to "hold the fort" 
if  we needed to leave quickly we just felt it was time to start seriously considering a timeframe for our departure. There was just one problem. We didn't 
have anyone to take our place. 
  God has been very good to bring us key people over the years to help us at times when we really needed that help but none of  them ever felt that they 
were sent here to prepare to take our place. Truly, we had never gotten any closer to having replacements in 20 years than we were at day one. That had 
not been a pressing problem over the years since we didn't have any plans to leave but in recent years it had grown to be a serious concern. Now, at the 
beginning of  2016, it was almost a crisis. When you have waited so long for God to do a certain thing and the need of  that thing has grown to be an 
immediate need and still there is no supplying of  that need it can be a difficult time. 
  I decided in early 2016 that it was unlikely that we could physically continue doing what we are doing for more than two more years. I also realized 
that if  some people (say, a family) in the States were to commit that very day to come be our replacements, that the time needed for them to raise 
financial support, close out their affairs in the States, move to Haiti, learn the language and culture and then learn the things needed to step into our 
shoes, that would realistically take at least two years. In other words, if  we were to be able to leave by the end of  2017 we needed to have some people in 
the works NOW and there were no such people to be found. Also, there was the knowledge that if  the people didn't arrive with a strong sense of  having 
been given this work by God to do, (a "calling," if  you will), that they likely wouldn't stay for the long haul. 
  After much discussion Faith and I decided to write the IMF (International Missionary Fellowship) board of  directors and give notice of  our intention to 
leave at the end of  2017. We also recommended that the board of  directors consider turning the hospital over to the Haitian Department of  Health or 
come up with an alternate plan that would include us leaving at the end of  2017. At a meeting in June of  last year, IMF authorized us to enter into talks 
with the Haitian Department of  Health about the logistics of  them taking over the hospital. We were aware of  the fact that nobody locally was going to 
be in favor of  this idea and that the best we could hope for was quiet acceptance of  what isn't liked, and at worst . . . well, it's enough to say that in Haiti 
"the worst" can be really unpleasant. I don't know that it was the worst but it was bad and for several months our lives were about as stressed as they 
have ever been. Literally nobody in Haiti was in favor of  this plan and I could only support it because God had given us a peace about leaving and this 
was the only option available that afforded us a way to do that. Many times I said to God, "You have all the resources in the world at your disposal, if  
you wanted something different than this, I am supposing you would have brought it to our attention." He brought nothing to our attention except that 
everyone was upset about "the plan". This continued until the 1st of  December. As I said, 2016 was a difficult year for us.
  On the last day of  November, we received a message from an American missionary couple in Haiti. They had heard about our work and that we were 
leaving. They had known about it for several months. They wanted to know what the status of  the plans for the future of  the work was. They were 
interested. We had never met these folks. Really, had never heard of  them but I did know a person who knew them well so I called him and asked him 
what he could tell me about them. He said without hesitation, "Of  all the people I know in Haiti (and he knows a lot of  people) there isn't anyone I 
know who would be better suited to take your place than them." I asked why he would say that and we spent the next 20 minutes or so talking about 
Matt and Sarah Rideout. 
  After I finished talking to this friend I hung up the phone and wept uncontrollably for probably 10 minutes. Now keep in mind that I still hadn't even 
talked to them on the phone or corresponded by email or anything. I was angry with myself  for letting my emotions run away based on so little but I just 
couldn't help myself. Hope is a very emotional thing and this was the first time that there had been any evidence that there was reason to hope. I called 
Matt and we talked, which led to us visiting them and their kids in their home a couple of  days later, which led to them asking if  they could come visit 
us for a week to see the work and the area, which led to them making a commitment to move to Bombardopolis and join us in this work and prepare to 
take over the management of  it in November, which led to them moving here to Bombardopolis on Monday of  last week, January 30. As I sit here 
writing this the people who will be continuing this work are across the yard from me living here on the compound and all of  this has happened in TWO 
MONTHS!
  God is so amazing. I will not be so foolish (and dishonest) as to tell you that I knew God was going to do something like this, nor so arrogant as to say He 
had any obligation to do it. But I will tell you this, we have a God who is capable of  doing anything He wants to do. As the Haitians are prone to say, 
Bon Dieu gwo, li fe sa li vle. Which means, "God is big, He does what he wants." Faith and I are so thankful that this is what he wanted to do. Please be in 
prayer that this time of  transition will go well. Pray for Matt & Sarah Rideout and their kids as they absorb all that this new situation and life will mean 
for their family. 

Steve & Faith Leach 

news from  HAITI



The song I highly recommend is Thy Will Be Done by Hillary Scott. I heard this 
song the first time when I was going through a particularly difficult time with a 
pretty big career change. I was wondering if  we had made the right decisions in 
a number of  areas. The words to that song expressed EXACTLY how my heart 
was feeling. I felt we had heard His voice loud and clear, and we had followed 
Him; but things weren’t turning out like we had envisioned. It was a very painful 
time. This song ministered to me in a most powerful way and encouraged me to 
lean back into the loving arms of  Jesus, trusting Him and surrendering to His 
will. 

Melody Corley 

The Ship of  Brides by Jojo Moyes is a historical fiction novel set in 
post-WW2 1946 and is based on a true historical event.  The 
book follows the voyage of  the British aircraft carrier, The Victoria, 
which travels from Australia to England transporting over 600 
war brides!  The journey takes 6 weeks and the story focuses on 
four women who end up bunking together.  Each woman has her 
own backstory and her on reason for why she is leaving Australia.  
Overall, I really enjoyed the book.  I enjoy historical fiction and 
love getting to know so many memorable characters in a book.  
This book make me laugh, cry, and thankful I will never have to 
travel by sea for six long weeks!

Casey Chambers 

Ya’ll.  Run, don’t walk, to see this movie.  So incredibly great! It's 
inspiring, hopeful, and even lightly convicting. Really, so worth 
your time.

Carissa Lilly 



 
This is Harvest life, 
Where, at 9 am, or 9:05, or heaven 
forbid, 9:15,
We pad softly along the familiar, 
green aisles
to our favorite spots, like seating 
charts.
 
We sit next to each other
in long pews,
rubbing elbows and shoulders
in this Body of  Christ, warm with 
Sabbath joy.
 
And this is Harvest life,
Where we pass the oldest, holiest 
peace we know
with wrinkled, soft, or calloused hands,
or the gentle, happy hands of  all our 
babies,
and we let God harvest life in us.
 
And this is Harvest life,
Where we thank our God for the fruit of  Wakpala,
of  churches and victories in Mexico,
for young moms we feed and love,
and for the consistent breath of  this community.
A community of  cupped hands
and ash-marked foreheads.
A community so sure of  Wayne’s black shirt,
a clicker that doesn’t work, 
and God’s good grace to us.

 
And this is Harvest life,
where I pray next to you in the Timothy room
and you ask the really hard questions
and where we bend our backs and bow our arms
with vital strength to shape each other.
 
For I have taught your children
God’s great story,
and prayed over your heart in the blue light
of  the stained glass window.
And I have seen your struggles
and knelt beside you.
 
And all the while,
You have tilled and planted,
and grown and gleaned all the
Harvest life within me.

Harvest Life

by Paige Ray 



What vocational roles does God have you in? 
I work in the English department at College of  the Ozarks, teaching literature and composition. I mostly perform teaching duties (including lesson planning, 
teaching/facilitating and grading) but also serve as an advisor and co-club sponsor.


How do you see God at work in other people’s lives, through your vocation? 
I love being able to witness growth in students through the writing and thinking process. Seeing how God allows us to use language as a form of  self-
reflection, communication, and often a call to action, especially as Christians, is exciting and encouraging for me. The communal nature of  the humanities 
speaks to what John Donne references when he says that “no man is an island, sufficient unto himself,” and I am blessed to see that when we effectively use 
the gift of  language, it allows us to more fully live in community as God intended us to.


What gifts and desires has God given you that contribute to your vocational role? 
I am a rather practical person; I like for things to be relevant and applicable. I think this allows me to help students in practical ways such as improving their 
writing, critical thinking, and rhetorical skills, which all have bearing on everyday life. With literature and theory, I try to connect the theme or subject 
matter to our life and culture today. I want students to feel comfortable implementing skills and techniques and to see how using language effectively goes 
beyond just capitalizing on a natural gift. It requires fostering a skill set which takes practice and patience. This has implications for many tasks we 
encounter in life, including our spiritual lives. 


In what ways are you growing and being challenged through your vocation? 
I am growing as a teacher in recognizing my need for flexibility as opposed to rigidly adhering to my own plan. I’ve also been challenged to recognize, just 
like I desire for my students to do, my need to grow rather than be static. I want to be open to constructive criticism and be ready to learn and implement 
new teaching techniques rather than being satisfied with leaving my practices exactly as they are. 


How can we pray for you, in your job, and others in the same vocation? 
I would appreciate prayer that I will be sensitive to the needs of  my students, colleagues, and the college as a whole. I think a prayer for many teachers is to 
find ways to challenge and direct students while simultaneously giving them hope and encouragement. I would also appreciate prayers as I complete my 
dissertation, which is the primary piece of  professional development in which I am currently involved.
 

vocational 
interview 

with 

Charity 
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  There is something about getting away that quiets the soul. And there is something about getting away with others that knits your 
souls together. 

  This past January, the youth group went on our annual retreat to Shepherd of  the Ozarks camp in Arkansas. On the drive down, 
everyone loaded into the car with their usual pals. We laughed, chatted about life, and talked about the memories already made at 
SOTO in years past. Once we arrived, sleep arrangements were decided and we gathered around the camp fire. Tommy led us in 
a few songs and we talked about our hopes and expectations for the weekend -- serve one another. We set up teams for meal duty, 
and we were off  to play games. The Akers brought a highly entertaining game called Werewolf  that we played into the night. The 
next morning, some of  the high school girls made breakfast for us. The weather was almost 70 degrees! We spent the morning 
outside and getting ready for our first session. Jeremy Engle led the session discussing abiding in Jesus. He used Will Wyatt’s 
analogy of  being grafted into and abiding in the vine. Each student took about 20 minutes to go outside to have some quiet time 
to process all that Jeremy had talked about. Afterwards, we broke into our small groups to talk about abiding. 

  I was blown away by how thoughtful our students were! They were honest about areas they were struggling with and were 
empathetic with one another. They encouraged one another and prayed for one another. Their hearts were bonded together. 

  Tommy and his crew made us a hot dog lunch while the rest of  us played 9-square. (9-Square is essentially individual volleyball…and it 
is SO fun.) After lunch, we went to the ropes course. The students trusted each other enough to fall into their teams’ arms. They 
worked together to move planks of  wood onto stumps without touching the ground so their team could walk across. We lifted our 
entire group through the mine shaft with ease, despite many fake “injuries” assigned by the camp director (or really, Seth, Skyler, 
Tommy, and Jeremy lifted our entire team through the mine shaft). And finally, as a team, we each scaled the twenty-foot wall. Through each 
challenge, the students worked together and developed more and more camaraderie. We hiked to the top of  a bluff  that overlooks 
the camp, and everyone just sat in a state of  reflection, in awe of  the view. 

  For me, the trip was broken into two parts – before the ropes course and after the ropes course. Each of  us felt such a sense of  
accomplishment; of  being part of  a team. We played more 9-square while dinner was being made. More and more alliances were 
made that knit us together even more. By Saturday evening, there were no strangers among us. Everyone was comfortable with 
everyone else. Anyone could sit with anyone at any time and feel welcomed. We were a little family, retreating together. We 
received communion together and sang a few more songs around the campfire before we played more games. As I stepped back to 
just observe, I realized that our little youth group is such a great reflection of  Harvest as a whole. Obviously we each have those 
people we click with, but we don’t have cliques. We welcome each other as family, and that creates a safe place to be vulnerable 
and real—so that we grow. 

  Our youth retreat bonded us all in a way that only trips like that can, and there is already much discussion and anticipation for 
next year!

by Kayla Martin 
together 

retreating



We’re the Haydons…Cindy and E Handley (Handy) Haydon Jr (to answer question of  how in the world did he get the name ‘Handy’). We both grew up in KC (one 
north the other south). Together we have 132 years of  life experiences and 88 (44x2) years of  married life together….some really great ones (almost every day), 
some tough ones and enough stuff  to test our faith, perseverance and ‘what in the world are we doing?’  With that comes some 20/20 vision and context 
about what the highs and bruises of  life have meant in the bigger picture of  God’s journey for us…
Jeremiah 29:11.
 
We met in college at William Jewell (psychology class, of  course), fell in love and both graduated from a Mizzou campus-Columbia (Journalism for Handy) and 
KC (Elementary Ed for Cindy). We started married life in KC but opted for a nomadic life with stays in Florida, back to KC, Texas (Austin & Plano) and back 
to MO after 25 years in TX and are delighted to be back home!  Oh yes, we multiplied…two daughters (Amy & Julie) both born in KC and raised in TX 
and we are now blessed to be in Branson with them and their families…the aces in the hole…4 grandkids!
 
To support our nomadic travels, Handy worked in KC as a journalist for 5 years, which then lead to an opportunity in business development in the software 
industry which played out over the next 30 years in start-up, early stage or turn-around situations.  And as life (=God) would have it; rather than a software 
assignment in Europe a door opened to stay in the Ozarks and apply his life experiences to help folks as a financial advisor in being good stewards of  their 
financial plans and resources.  While Handy continues to try and figure out what he wants to be when he grows up, Cindy has never wavered.  From the 
‘get go’ her life passion is teaching, whether in an elementary classroom in North Kansas City, MO, or Plano, TX, supervising student teachers from Texas 
A&M or with Amy and Julie as a stay-at home mom with them as they were growing up.  Today that translates into her role as pre-school director, reading 
a book with or teaching the grandkids things like how to finger-knit. And of  course, teaching Sunday school.
 
Some thoughts on our spiritual and faith journey... Cindy’s foundation was laid early in her life having grown up in church knowing Jesus and 
understanding where that relationship plays out in her life. She accepted Jesus at 11. Handy’s growing up journey was more about going to church because 
you were supposed to. There was little exposure to Jesus as someone to know and have a relationship with.  He was led to and accepted Jesus while in 
college, but it was not until 20 years later he was introduced to the Jesus who wanted a personal relationship with him…and finally started to understand 
what that might mean.

As our work lives start to slow down, we find ourselves talking more and more about the next steps.  We are certainly not ready to go inactive but do find 
ourselves getting caught up in the ‘busyness’ of  life. Getting stuff  done, but is it the stuff  God wants us to be doing?  We’ve learned, despite all we think we 
are in control, we are not.  We are anxious to see what He has in mind for us next. 
Psalm 139: 23-24
Proverbs 3: 5-6

getting a handle on the 
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Merciful Father,  
send your Holy Spirit upon us this Lent  
to guide us by the light of the gospel.   
May we set aside all that impedes us  

from taking up our cross and following Jesus.   
May all our prayer, self-denial and acts of charity  

lead us closer to you and deepen our compassion  
for our suffering brothers and sisters. 

Revive in us a lively sense of the divine gifts  
of faith, hope and charity so that,  

whatever the circumstances of our lives,  
we can trust in your everlasting care. 

Prayer for Lent

Amen.


